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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a group of neurodevelopment syndromes with
impairments in social communications and restrictive or repetitive behaviors. Neurofeedback
is a new method that may regulate neuro and metabolic function in brain. This study is semiexperimental, with pre and post test.
Methods: In 26 children with ASD, 40 sessions of Neurofeedback were done. Brain waves
were recorded before and after intervention by EEG/ERP 19 channels.
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Results: The average of Theta (low frequency) power decreased, but there was no difference
in the Gamma of Gamma waves (High frequency).
Discussion: Our findings showed that the implementation of Neurofeedback sessions
improved Theta, which leads to better social communication.

1. Introduction

utism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), previously known as the Pervasive Developmental
Disorder (PDD), is a phenotypically heterogeneous group of neurodevelopment
syndromes [1]. Autistic Disorder (AD)
was characterized by impairment in two domains: social communities and restricted and repetitive behaviors
that present in the early developmental period. However,
when subtle, these symptoms may not be identified until
several years later [2]. ASD is typically evident during
the second year of life and in severe cases; a lack of developmentally appropriate interests in social interactions

may be noted even in the first year [3]. Some studies
suggest that a decline in social interaction may ensue
between the first and second years of life [4]. Although
language impairment is not a core diagnostic criteria in
ASD, delayed language is often accompanied by diminished social behavior [5].
ASD is associated with several biomarkers, potentially
resulting from interactions of gens and environmental
factors, which then influence neuronal function, dendrite
development, and contribute to altered neuronal information processing [6].
In terms “Theory of mind” that represented Mirror Neuron System (MNS) and Atypical pattern of frontal lobe
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activation [7]. Past researches showed fractal dimension
of EEG, as a key characteristic of brain dynamics, and the
complexity of brain dynamics has been found to be associated with EEG abnormalities [8]. It occur with greater
than expected frequency in ASD [9]. Basic researches
have shown abnormally high amount of theta and beta
activity at central and parital lobes that are related to attention and autistic behavior [10]. Gamma activity is related to socialization aspects such as problem solving and
is associated with abnormality in ASD [11].
Neurofeedback refers to a form of operant conditioning of electrical brain activity, in which desirable brain
activity is rewarded and undesirable brain activity is inhibited [12]. The goal of treatment in ASD is to improve
social interactions and communications and increase
long-term skills in independent living. Neurofeedback
has increased social interaction by providing computer
games in which the desired behavior is reinforced [13].
The aim of Neurofeedback is to influence brain wave
activity to prolong or produce electrical activity during desired behaviors [14]. Neurofeedback that is based on adjusting the degree of connectivity in different areas of the
brain has been found to be particularly powerful in reducing symptoms of Autism [15]. In this research, study Neurofeedback effects in the rhythms of brain and behavior.

2. Methods
This research was an experimental study with pre and
post test. Children with ASD that visited the University
rehabilitation center in 1392 were included in the study.
The inclusion criteria were 5-18 years of age, visited
by psychiatrist for ASD diagnosis, IQ score (60-75) for
doing tasks, no seizure or other serious medical illness,
and parents should be available to fill the consent for
research. None of the included patient used psychiatric
drugs. Legal constancy was approved by the ethics committee in this research.
Tools in this research were demographic and personal
child questionnaire and Raven test, EEG/ERP with 19 canals in frequency 250 HZ. CARS is a questioner scale for
detecting autistic behaviors [16]. It has scales in communication (verbal and non verbal), imitations, repetitive behavior, and body posturing. A therapist scales the items in
the test from 1.5- 40. The average number is 15-60. ASD
disorders are those items scored with 30 or above [17].
In 1385, Rafei translated the test to Persian and Dehkordi
was showed 0.92 alpha Cronbach and T=0.83 [18]. Executive function is approved by Stroop – test. Reliability
of Persian form was 0.75, and validity of the test was 0.76.
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In this study, Theta and Gamma activities were studied.
The findings were analyzed using specific mathematical
methods. Sessions were done in the mornings after the
subjects had their breakfast. The participants also did not
suffer from any other illness like common cold, etc. At
first, the brain signal in resting position was monitored
(3 minutes with open and closed eyes). Then the brain
signal was monitored when performing standard tasks.
The time given for each task was about 1 hour. According to the Autism protocol, 40 Neurofeedback sessions
of 30-45 minutes each were conducted twice a week.
Theta and Gamma activities were visualized in separate
bar graphics using the computer screen. Power values
of each frequency band were calculated. Pre-processing
procedures were done for removing and minimizing
noises and artifacts: low-pass filter, high-pass filter, and
notch filter (50 HZ).
EEG/ERP, signals assessment by mathematics method
(linear and non – linear) like: IAFs, ITFs, Functional Community, Complexity Dimensions, DFA Coefficient, Coherence patterns, Fractal Dimensions. ANOVA model and orbital radius classifier were done for detecting differences.
Moreover, the efficacy of Neurofeedback sessions was
estimated for each individual subject by calculating linear
regression and Spearman’s regression coefficient fitting
the progression of power values over sessions. The effects
of Neurofeedback in the EEG were studied by rhythm
analysis and adjusted with the behavioral questionnaire.

3. Results
In this study, 30 children (5-18 Y) with ASD were
participated and utility 26 children were cooperated.
As shown in Figure 1, the theta wave activity (low frequency) after Neurofeedback decreased, which could be
a sign of improvement. CARS questionnaire was used
before and after 40 sessions. It was found that there was
an increase in the activity after Neurofeedback. Figure 2
shows that the gamma waves’ activity (high frequency)
after Neurofeedback did not change.
Figure 3 shows that the average of Theta waves was
higher than the control in most channels before Neurofeedback treatment but after Neurofeedback, these
waves decreased. This finding is showed response treatment to Neurofeedback intervention. In Figure 4, the
Gamma activities were mostly similar to that of the normal children, and after Neurofeedback, there seems to be
no difference between the groups. Utility after intervention in all channels Theta activity was raised that shows
behavioral improvement (at first CARS=45, finally=35).
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Figure 1. Average of (power after NFB – power before NFB)
overall the subjects in each channel.
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Figure 2. Gamma activity (High frequency). This figure are
average of (power after NFB – power before NFB) overall
the subjects in each channel.
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Figure 3. average of Theta waves before and after Neurofeedback treatment with control.

Figure 4. average of Gamma waves before and after Neurofeedback treatment with control.

4. Discussion

ment in ASD patients and reduce theta power and delta
overtime [21]. Koropotov and colleagues in 2007 found
no notable changes in QEEG power spectra in ADHD,
although Neurofeedback training was found to affect the
amplitude components. In 2007, another study evaluated executive functioning of children with ASD after
Neurofeedback training using a questionnaire completed
by parents and teachers. Their findings are in agreement
with the present study results that there is a significant
improvement in reducing theta and executive function
[14]. High functioning autistic children showed elevated theta power [9]. Some findings provided a possible
mechanism through the relation between theta power,
executive function, and social communication [22].

The present study evaluated the effects of Neurofeedback training for the treatment of children with ASD.
Neurofeedback is believed to elicit growth and changes
at the cellular levels of the brain activity, which in turn
supports brain functioning and behavioral cognitive performance [12]. Reduction of Theta was hypothesized
to improve children’s executive function. Cognitive
improvement due better executive function received.
Moreover, past researches were showed in Cerebral
palsy, relation between the deficient brain dynamics
and severity of disabilities [19] and trying on Delta and
Alfa brain waves are showing improvement in them
[20]. Consistent with our prediction, the children with
ASD made larger improvement in this area after Neurofeedback training. Mirjam Kojzer in 2009 reported that
Neurofeedback protocol training helped make improve-

Gamma related the perceptual and cognitive task,
which is deficit in ASD. Our study showed that there
was no difference in Gamma power after Neurofeed-
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back training. Macado showed increased gamma in autism [23]. A similar number of studies, however, have
observed a decrease in Gamma. Another study observed
lower gamma in autism when compared with normal
children and after Neurofeedback remained [24].

5. Conclusion
CARS show improvement after Neurofeedback sessions.
This finding shows that although Neurofeedback does not
decrease the Gamma, it improves the ASD activity.
Further clinical work and research should focus on
possible synergistic effects of Neurofeedback and other
interventions. We view Neurofeedback as an intervention that may prove to be efficacious in the treatment of
symptoms of autism. In conclusion, the application of
a typical ADHD Neurofeedback protocol to a group of
ASD children was found to be highly affective, especially in executive function. It is necessary to further investigate the efficacy of this method in the treatment of ASD.
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